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We do not see things as they are;
wésee things aswe:are..
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Construction disrupts campus
BYEUZABETH EVANS
Assistant News Editor
The three construction projects
begun over the summer to renovate
the Inside Theatre, the Music Building and the campus recreational facilities, are nearing completion.
Though thecampus community must
still contend with classes interrupted
by hammering and drilling, it will
soon be able to enjoy these benefits
to campus life.
The changes were first envisioned
by Pierce upon arriving on campus
in 1993 and hearing the opinions of
some "articulate and persuasive students." She became convinced that
"there were things that were lacking
that affected campus life."
Renovation of the performing arts
facilities was "something students
really wanted and that would also
benefit academics," Pierce said. Recreational facilities were also greatly
in need of updating and expansion.
A third priority that Pierce formed in
1993, but has yet to be developed, is
the addition ofanew academic building.
The costs of this year's renovations total $7.5 million. Funding for
the projects comes from gifts and
loans. The Board of Trustees personally donated $400,000, which

Pierce recognizes as "a sign of the
Board of Trustees' commitment to
the students." The donation of $1.5
million by Dr. Robert Pamplin, Jr.
for the building of an athletic center
was a boon anticipated by Pamplin's
donation in fall of 1992 of $25,000
for equipment such as stairmasters.
Pamplin is "committed to 'sound

The changes were first
envisioned by Pierce
upon arriving on campus in 1993 and hearing the opinions of
some "articulate and
persuasive students."
mind, sound body," Pierce explained.
The construction projects underway in what is now called the Memorial FieldhousefPamplin Recreational Center are in four parts: the
Fitness and Weilness Center,
Fieldhouse renovation, the Tennis
Pavilion and the fields. New athletic
facilitiesbecame available this week
with the opening of the Fitness and
Weliness Center.
The Fitness and Wellness Center

officially opens Saturday, Sept. 10;
however a 10-minute orientation is
required of all students for weight
use. Orientation sessions begin Friday, Sept. 9 at 8:30 a.m.
The renovation of the Fieldhouse
is also nearly complete. It includes
a new physiology lab and classrooms.
The renovated men's varsity locker
room has been in use by the football
team for the past two weeks.
The enlargement of the Tennis
Pavilion ill continue until October. There will be two additional
indoor courts available at that time.
The original four courts are now
open for use.
New playing fields to the east of
the Fieldhouse, where several campus-owned houses once stood, have
been constructed. However, the grass
seed may not be planted until the
rainy season, and the field will probably not be ready for use until next
fall. Athletic enthusiasts will also
notice cosmetic changes in Warner
Gym, including a refinished floor,
which will be completed in December.
The open hours of the recreational
facilities are weekdays, 8 a.m. to 10

see CONSTRUCTION page 4
See page 3 for related story on
fitness and weilness center.
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University found guilty in Zeigler case; must pay $1.5 million
BY DAVID FRANZEN
Senior Editor
Puget Sound suffered a $1.5 million blow this summer, losing a
wrongful discharge suit to Harmon
Zeigler, former Politics and Government Professor.
Zeigler left the University Nov. 9,
1992 after three students accused
him of sexual harassment. The lawsuit alleged that the University forced
Zeigler to quit and did not follow its
own procedures when the charges
were brought against him. The University maintains that it never violated the faculty code, or forced
Zeigler to retire. Zeigler also claimed
that he was mentally incompetent
when he retired.

A jury decided in July that the
University did force Zeigler to resign or face being fired, that the
University "negligently inflicted
emotional distress" on the former
professor and that the University did
not fully investigate the sexual harassment charges—thus, that Zeigler
was wrongfully tenninated. The jury
also decided that Puget Sound did
not violate Zeigler's contract and
that Zeigler was not mentally incompetent.
Their identities protected by the
court, the three students—known as
students A, B and C—testified at the
trial that Zeigler sexually harassed
them. Student A claimed she was
sent a sexually explicit letter from
Zeigler in the form of a French les-

son. In the letter Zeigler wrote, "Bless
me father for I have sinned. I have
lustful thoughts for a woman I am

verted sexual come-on."
Student B testified that she had
oral sex with Zeigler and Student C

Zeigler allegedly saw the angel of death,
spent $30,000 on compact discs, and purchased enough ties to fill a sixteen foot tie
rack—all because of stress related the the
sexual harassment accusations...
not married to." In court Zeigler
claimed he was instructedby a Catholic priest to write the letter as an
apology. The student interpreted the
letter as "an extremely long and per-

testified that, though Zeigler never
spoke or acted overtly sexual, he
asked questions and touched her in a
way that made her feel uncomfortable.

FALL SPORTS

Three Puget Sound professors also
testified at the trial. English professors Peter Greenfield and LeRoy
Annis testified that they had been
reprimanded for having sexual relationships with students, and music
professor Paul Schultz testified
had been accused of making unwanted advances. Sincenone of these
professors has been dismissed because of complaints or repnmands,
Zeigler's attorney hoped to demon
strate that Zeigler had been trea
unfairly.
Among the more bizarre aspec-

see ZEIGLER page 4
See page 18 for staff editorial on
the Zeigler case.
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ASUPS loses administrative assistant
BY KATHARINE DVORAK
Editor in Chief
In the last few weeks of August
before classes resumed, the ASUPS
administrative assistant, Faye Teel,
was terminated for reasons involving a serious breech of work procedure and confidence.
The clerical specialist who had
worked in the ASUPS office since
1990, and at the University for a total
of seven years, Teel was asked to
leave after discrepancies in budgetary numbers of her salary were discovered almost accidently by ASUPS
president, Andy Aweida, who, as
head of the ASUPS department was
also Teel's supervisor.
While going through paperwork
in the last part of August, Aweida
noticed differing numbers in Teel's
budgeted salary and the actual salary
she received as noted on her monthly
time cards.

Following University policy step
by step, University officials and the
ASUPS executive officers, which
include Aweida, Vice President Vic
Davis, Director of Business Services
John Gardener and Publicity Direc-

"Ultimately we are
not questioning our
decision to let her
go. I feel we were
responsible and that
we were representing the students."
tor Susie Overton, investigated the
discrepancy and ultimately decided
termination of employment was necessary.

29 August through 5 September, 1994
29 August 1:50 p.m.
A student reported that her backpack was stolen from the rack
outside the Bookstore in the Student Union Building. The pack
contained various text books and some personal items.

29 August 3:10p.m.
A student discovered a side window on her vehicle broken. The
damage occurred while the vehicle was parked in the lot near
North 18th and Warner Streets. Nothing was taken from the
vehicle.

2 September 11:22 p.m.
A student reported the rear wheel on his bicycle was damaged
while it was locked in the racks on the South end of the Student
Union Building. Security discovered two other bicycles in the rack
that appeared damaged also. It appeared that the bicycles were hit
by a vehicle.

3 September 2:35 a.m,
A student reported he was assaulted outside of a Fraternity at
approximately 1:45 a.m. The student said the suspect struck him
several times in the head and body with his fists and feet. He
described the suspect as a white male wearing a red shirt. The
student was evaluated at a near by hospital and released with minor
injuries. The student declined to file a complaint with the Tacoma
Police Department.

4 September 2:48p.m.
A student reported a large sum of quarters taken from her locked
room in a university owned house. There were no signs of forced
entry.
• During the past week five students reported to Security that they
had received harassing or obscene phone calls.
• Please contact Security Services at ext. 3311 if you have any
information about the incidents described above. Information is
kept confidential.
• Submitted and edited by Todd A. Badhani, Director of Security
Services.
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In addition to the ASUPS executive officers, Dean of Students Judith
Kay, the Head of Personnel Rosa
Beth Gibson and the Financial Vice
President Ray Bell were also involved in the process that led to
Teel's termination.
"The decision was right," said
Aweida. "Ultimately we are not questioning our decision to let her go. I
feel we were responsible and that we
were representing the students."
Currently the ASUPS executives
are searching for a replacement and
are in the middle of the second stage
of their interviewing process.
Until a replacement is found,

Aweida and Davis said that they
have been taking over Teel's responsibilities, and while they said
that it has kept them overly busy,
they are "thankful that [they] didn't
lose any ground in terms of preparing for the start of this year."
Former ASUPS president Jason
Werts, who worked with Teel during his 1993-94 term, said that the
situation "left everyone in shock."
"I couldn't believe it," he said,
and later commented on the professional nature of the investigation.
"Those involved took a situation
that could have been messy and
handled it well," Werts said.

Class of '98: Numbers rise again
BY TONY CESARIO
News Editor
Selected from the highest number
of applicants ever, the Class of 1998
brought approximately 698 freshmen to the campus community, an
increase from last year's freshmen
class of 688 students.
"We (the university) try to bring
in a class of 700 each year, so we are
right on target this year," George
Mills, Dean of Admissions, said.
Chosen from a pool of 4300 applicants, the freshmen class continues
to uphold several university trends
occurnng in the past few years.
In accordance with past years, a
large percentage of the students come
from outside of Washington. Approximately 70 percent of the matriculated freshmen came to Puget
Sound from other states. Oregon is
the leader this year with 19 percent
of the freshman class, followed
closely by California with 18 percent. Hawaii and Colorado are well
represented, as well, with seven percent and four percent, respectively.
"The numbers show a large distribution in the west due to the fact that
as an institution develops a national
reputation, that reputation moves out
in concentric circles," Mills said of
the large representation from the
western United States.
According to Mills, the ethnic diversity of this class also marks an an
all time high.
"This is the most diverse class in
recent history, and I think it's safe to
say, ever," Mills said.
According to Mills, 19 percent of
the freshman class "claims to be

non-white" in ethnic origin. AsianAmericans and Pacific Islanders have
the largest representation with 13
percent. African-Americans, Hispanics and Native-Americans were
equally represented with two percent per ethnic group.
The Class of 1998 is also "in the
ball park" academically, Mills said.
With an average high school grade
point average of 3.54, this year's
freshmen compare well to last year's
average freshman GPA of 3.59. The
average overall SAT score for this
year was 1093, compared with last
year's averageof 1101. Thenumber
of National Merit scholars arriving

.As an institution develops a
national reputation,
that reputation
moves out in concentric circles."
with this year's freshmen has increased dramatically, according to
Mills. Sixty-five National Merit
Scholars are among the freshmen
this year, beating the 59 National
Merit Scholars in last year's freshman class.
"The university worked hard to
enroll a good class and I think we are
very fortunate to have this class.
They will be an excellent match for
the university," Mills said.

Seniors awarded summer research prizes
Over the summerfour seniors were
the first recipients of the Summer
Research Awards in the Social Sciences and Humanities, each receiving stipends of $2,500 to be put
towards summer research projects.
The stipend will cover ten consecutive weeks of intense independent
research in areas of their choice.
Erik Gilbert, Michele Lisenbury,
Robert Nelson and Elliott Waldron
were selected by a six-member committee chaired by Douglas Edwards,
professor of religion, and George
Guilmet, professor of comparative
sociology.
Gilbert, a history major, is conducting research onaproject he titled
"Public Health and Indigenous Corn-

munities: The effects of Sanitary
Water Systems on Wellness and
Culture in Southern Mexico."
Lisenbwy, who is double majoring in business leadership and economics, is studying "The Economics of Employee Volunteerism: Vimables Affecting the Finn's Choice."
Nelson, majoring in American
history is researching "Emerson and
Thoreau: The Fate and Fortune of
Two Transcendentalists in American Historiography."
And Waldron, a psychology major is conducting research on the
"Language productionprocesses and
auditory/verbal hallucinations in
schizophrenia."
—Katharine Dvorak

News
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rime Minister Goh
Chok Tong came
down hard on Westem countries' influence in his
major annual speech, criticizing
the trend of Western-style de
mocracy, warning against, "policies which have brought a plague
of social and economic problems to the U.S. and Britain."
Lax Western treatment ofcrimi nals was a point that Tony
bashed, especially in light of the
Michael Fay caning.
•On the human rights front,
Clinton gave China a reprieve
when he granted Most Favored
Nation status, butHwnan Rights
organizations still give a thumbs
down. Is Singapore next to feel
the heat?
•In a related story, a U.S. advertising finn pulled a newspaper ad for a Bristol-Myers nutritional supplement called
Sustagen, after Goh blasted it
for putting "an American boy'
way of speaking to a father in a
Singaporean boy's mouth." It
featured an Asian boy in a baseball cap, fist raised, apparently
shouting, "Come on, Dad. If you
can play golffive times a week I
can have Sustagen once a day."
The ad, which had been running
in various newspapers through
August, was conceived and produced entirely by Asians, according to the ad agency.
'Unwed motherhood was another "Western trend" which
Goh addressed. Inhis speech, he
revealed that unwed mothers will
lose theright to buy new governmont-built flats at a discount, a
priveledge available to most
Singaporean families. About
85% of Singapore's population
live in government-built flats.
•Goh also granted boons to
civil servants and young couples.
Singapore's economy has been
growing, and if economic growth
tops 9% as expected, civil servants can expect a special bonus. A cash grant of 30K dollars
($19,961 U.S.) awaits young
couples looking to fmance homes
near their parents.
•Perhaps smelling the ceo
nomic blossom, more foreign
companies are investing in
Singapore. Australia's Country
Road fashion label opened up its
first Singaporean shop last
month.
'Students have been flooding
Singapore's schools almost to
the point of collapse. Children
born in the year of the dragon,
lately 1988, are thought to be
more intelligent and aggressive.
Many Singaporean couples acted
accordingly and now the baby
boom of that year has come to
it's logical consequence.
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•A display of Paul Clinton woodgrain prints opens at the Commencement Art Gallery, continuing through Oct. 10. Call 591-4331
for information.
•Grief, presented by the Rialto Film
Guild at the Rialto Theatre, shows
at 5:30 p.m., 7:30 p.m., 9:30 p.m,
playing through Sept. 10. Tickets
$5.

9

8497 for further information.
•The Jacobsen Series Music and
Families begins wtih Our Sister City Vladivostok With Love
From Tacoma" featuring pianist
Duane Hulbert at 8 p.m. inKilworth
Chapel. Tickets are $6/$4 for seniors and Puget Sound students.
Call 756-3555 for more information.

11 SUNDAY
FRIDAY

.RoostersbyMilcha Sanchez-Scott
opens at The Group Theatre in Seattle. For information and tickets
call 206-441-1299. Ticket prices
from $12 to $19.
•The Puyallup Fair opens at 8 a.m.
at the Puyallup Fairgrounds and
continues until Sept. 25. Admission is $7 for adults and $4 for
youth (under 18). Call 206-8415045.
•The Doobie Brothers, minus original lead singer Michael McDonald,
(but including original members
Tom Johnston and Patrick
Simmons) will entertain for
Puyallup fair goers. Show begins
at 7:30 p.m. Tickets available
through Ticketmaster. Call 627-

•Auditons for The Tacoma Little
Theatre's production of To Kill a
Mockingbird. Fourteen parts available. Auditions are from noon to 5
p.m. at the First Congregational
Church at 209 South J. Street. Call
272-2481 for information.
•The Northwest Legends Concert,
featuring a mixture of various alternative artists from the Northwest (including Tacoma-based
"Wailers" and "Little Bill and the
Bluenotes"), plays at the Puyallup
fair. Show opens at 6:30p.m. Tickets available through Ticketmaster.
Call 627-8497.

IA
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13

MONDAY

15

TUESDAY____

•Fish Head Soup by Philip Kan

•Auditions for Tacoma Little
Theatre's production of To Kill a
Mockingbird. Fourteen parts available. Auditions are from 12noon to
5 p.m. at the First Congregational
Church at 209 South J. Street. Call
272-2481.

•Gallery Talk on the"Selections
from the Northwest Collection"
display at the Seafirst Gallery given
by Tacoma Art Museum Director
Chase W. Rynd from noon till 1
p.m. The exhibit ends October 20.
Both the talk and the exhibit are
free. For more information call 5853200.

Gotanda opens at ACT (A Contemporary Theatre) in Seattle. For information and tickets call 206- 2855110. Ticket princes from $12.50
to $24.
•Tacoma Third Thursday Artwalk
in downtown Tacaoma from 5 p.m.
to 8p.m. Phone 272-7131 for information.

•Country singers Suzy Bogguss and
Tim McGraw perform at the
Puyallup fair. Show opens at 7:30
p.m. Tickets available through
Ticketmaster. Call 627-8497.

•Top 40band"Al14-One" will sing
their 1993 hit "I Swear" at the
Puyallup fair. Female group
"Xscape" opens for them. Show
starts at 7:30p.m. Tickets available
through Ticketmaster. Call 6278497.

14

THURSDAY

•Red Rock West, presented by the
Ri alto Film Guild at the Rialto Theater. shows at 5:30 p.m., 7:45 p.m.,
and 10 p.m. through Sept. 18.

WMNESDAY

•Puyallup fair features the 25 yr.
old band Crosby, Stills and Nash as
main entertainment. Show begins
at 7:30 p.m. Call Ticketmaster
627-8497.
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CALLING ALL PUGET SOIJNI) STUDENTS!

Nigbtly 6:30
Matinees
Sat; Sun & Weds 2:00

The

Summer

Are you a good communicator? dependable? enthusiastic? like to talk on the phone?
If you have these qualities and want to enhance your professional future, then you have an
opportunity to join the University of Puget Sound Phonathon team. Valuable experience
in public relatiofis, communications, and marketing is waiting for you.
The Phonathon is the University of Puget Sound's telemarketing program where student
callers contact alumni and friends of the University in efforts to raise funds used to support
the University of Puget Sound. Last year, callers raised over $350,000 and they had a lot
of fin doing it!
Starting salary is $6.03/hour + bonuses. Minimum commitment of two nights per week is
required. Evening shifts run Monday -Thursday 5:45 - 9:15 pm and Sundays 4:00 - 7:30
pm.
If you are interested in becoming a part of the University of Puget Sound Phonathon team,
please contact the University of Puget Sound Phonathon (x3502) for more information
and an application. Application deadline is Tuesday, September 13, 1994, 5:00 pm.
Beat the rush and call 756-3502 or stop by Jones 205 for your application today!
University of Puget Sound Phonathon
1500 N. Warner (Jones 205)
Tacoma, WA 98416
(206) 756-3502

-

House

Adults $3.00
& Stud.nxt,

Sensor,

Nightly 8:30
Matinees
Sat; Sun & Weds 4:00

A

Wedding
Banquetj

Thk,t, Valid for O..e Mo.'ie Ony

Security Escorts
Escorts to locations on campus
are available 24 hours a day, 7
days a week.
Escorts to and from locations
off campus are available by
vehicle on a limited basis.
Mon.—Fri. (5pm-2:45am)
Sat.—Sun. (6:45pm-2:45am)
To request either service call
Security at 756-3311 (ext. 3311
from on campus.)
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5ummer concerts in review.
The Beastie Boys: better heroes for
our generation than Kurt Cobain
BY JENNIFER WONG

layout Editor
Everyone needs heroes. Today,
for a certain age group the main
source of heroes and idols seems to
be the music industry.
The industry has answered this
desire to fmd someone—anyone-worthy of hero-worship by shifting
its focus from music to the image
and personal lives of musicians.
The music industry—a tangle of
magazines, corporations, MTV,
music reviewers, and publicistsspends immense amounts of money
not only selling the mostly mediocre bands it creates, funds, and promotes, but manipulating the mindset
of its target audiences. Its tactics
have proved effective: it has managed, for example to sell Kurt Cobain
as a hero, a figurehead, a generational spokesman, and, in the end, a
heroic martyr.
Whatever blanket generalizations
can be made about this generation,
we should do ourselves the credit of
choosing our own heroes. I like
Nirvana's music, and I do think that
Kurt Cobain's lyrics address the
more legitimate aspects of our generational angst. But his fmal act
spoke louder than all his words, and
the messagewasone of failure, hopelessness, and pessimism, not the
heroism of martyrdom.
I do think we need heroes, and
musicians are as good—if not better—heroes than any. But possibly
our heroes should be chosen with

more care. One group that is more
deserving of the idolization which
Kurt Cobain now receives is the
Beastie Boys.
The Beastie Boys don't fit into
the category of alternative music for
a number of reasons. First, everyone has heard of them. With a few
exceptions (like Pearl Jam), an alternative band's quality seems to be
proportional to how little known it
is. Second, many seem to associate
the Beastie Boys with their first
album, Licensed to Ill. Third, their
music (first album only) is easily
defmable as rap, so no interesting

They have the time
of their lives in performance, running
and crashing around
the stage, shrieking
their lungs out with
almost hysterical
abandon.
adjectives can be used in the obscure, confused album reviews
popular in magazines. Finally, the
media does not promote them in the
same excessive fashion as their own
hand-picked favorites.
As all those who have listened to

When Its Study Time
It's Pizza Time

$4.63

$5.56

Medi flem
Pizza

Large I Qem
Pizza
Plus
2
Free
Cokes

Plus
Free Coke

PIZZA
TIMEO
759m5711

Open Late Every Night
24 Hours on
Friday and Saturday
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the last two Beastie Boys albums,
Check YourHead andIll Corninunication, know, the group has evolved

and matured, both in sound and attitude, creating music of honesty, integrity, and character unlike anything elseon the charts. Their sound
is entirely unique, a combination of
punk, thrash, rap, and hip-hop, and,
particularly in their latest album,
very listenable instrumentals.
The Beastie Boys' relentless, almost manic energy creates a tone of
urgency and sponteneity in their albums, which are packed with cornplex, carefully planned songs. This
same energy carries their live performances: it held the attention of
an otherwise languid Lollapalooza
crowd last week as thoroughly as
the Smashing Pumpkins' morbid
guitar strumming and lack of stage
presence sentpeople away in droves.
They have the time of their lives in
performance, running and crashing
around the stage, shrieking their
lungs out with almost hysterical
abandon.
Not a note is wasted on their albums, rarely resorting to fade-outs
or space fillers. Each song is so
different in style and tone that it is
difficult to believe they are on the
same album: on Ill Conununication,forinstance, the thrashy "Tough
Guy" and "Sabotage" could not be
more different than the instrumentals
"Ricky's Theme" and "Transitions"
or the rap "Get It Together." They
play their own instruments, unlike
many other rap acts. The music
demands the listener's full attention
simply because of its detail and tension; it is music you can simultaneously listen to intelligently and
blast at full volume.
The Beasties are as egotistical as
the next rap act, but their lyrics lack
the bitterness and cynicism of so
many other groups today. They
love music on wax, New York, and
the more interesting extremes in
American culture. They take things
like environmentalism, religion, and
respect seriously, yet make obnoxious fun of people who deserve it.
They comment on some of society's
ills, but they are optimistic about the
future and they certainly don't let
such intangible concerns get in the
way of having a good time. Best of
all, they say whatever the hell they
want to say, without regard to what
others might want to hear. In one
radio interview, they said that they
make music for themselves, and that
it is a "miracle" that anyone else can
relate to it. They make music purely
for the love of it, not to sell albums
to insecure teenagers.
According to the Some Old
Bullshit cover notes, Beastieis acmally an acronym: Boys Enter Marchic States Toward Inner Excellence. In a discussion of heroism,
the notion of inner excellence is the

ADAM YAIJC1I, Deastle bassist, has also been typecast as a snowboapffing Buddhist
Well, at isast ffs Interesting.

key factor differentiating the Beastie
Boys and someone like Kurt Cobain.
The Beastie Boys advocate inner
excellence, which they have
achieved and which they encourage
for others. "Everybody's talking
like it's a commercial/Acting like
life is a big commercial/So this is
what I got to say to you all/Be true to
yourself and you will never fall..."
Kurt Cobain was about image, not
music, definitely not inner excellence, and his life now seems like
little more than a media commer ,
cial. Inner excellence implies a life
of the mind, achievement, contentment, self-respect, self-fulfilmentsimply separating oneself from the
mindless generational TV-addicted
lump in which the music industry
loves to place everyone under the
age of thirty. Inner excellence implies buying whatever the hell you
want in the music store, rather than
what the Rolling Stone reviewer gave
four stars and labelled alternative.
The Beastie Boys success story is
the manifestation of their own inner
excellence. After the failure of their
second album, they took time out to
adjust and re-invent themselves, in
terms of music, of image, and of
career choices. Now they have created a small entrepreneurial empire:
a record label, a magazine, and a
clothing company, all of which they
personally manage. Two are happily married. Adam Horovitz has
turned part-time actor; Mike Diamond manages the business side of
their interests; Adam Yauch is a
Buddhist and the only member of
the group to remaind located in their
native New York. They turned a

music act which could have been a
one-album, top-forty joke into an
innovative, pioneering success.
They achieved this through hard
work, resourcefulness, and what they
like to call savoir faire. They say it
best on theirnew album: "Well, y I
say I'm twenty-something an
shouldbe slacking/But l'mworlu
harder than ever.
The Beastie Boys are gifted a
ists who exploited the system
their advantage and are now in the
rare position that commands respect
and admiration, both from the industiy and from their growing following of dedicated fans. It is not
difficult to understand why the media would promote Cobain as a hero
rather than a group like the Beastie
Boys: it is much more comfotaHe
to have a whole generation of apathetic slackers than a generation of
motivated, success-oriented mdividuals whomightquestion the practices and ethics of their parents'
generation.
I'm still idealistic enough to thins
thatmusic should be primarily about
music,not about image. The Beastie
Boys albums are self-contained; the
music speaks for itself, in addition
to being creative, classy, and intelligent. When I am listening to them,
I don't really care how Horowitz,
Diamond, and Yauch live their personal lives, what Rolling Stone says
about them, whether their parents
are divorced, or any of the other shit
we're told to care about. It's just
good music; and the fact that they
have the same personal integrity as
in their music is simply an added
incentive to support them.
.."

Two of the best thinking bands
The Indigo Girls harmonize poetry in motion
BY SARA FREEMAN
A&E Editor
It was two women and at least 20
guitars. It was a fantastic folk-rock
concert full of hand clapping and
harmonizing. It was Amy and Emily,
the Indigo Girls, pouring forth their
souls in a delicious blend of sound
and sensibility on a worshipful
crowd gathered at the Edgefield
Ampitheater on a sultry night in
August.
Though the Indigo Girls concert
is three weeks past, their work always makes for a timely review.
Theirs is the work of two mature
artists who write poetry for their
lyrics and surround their words with
the pure emotion of music.
The Indigo Girls aren't just a folkrock duo with a crossover following. They perform music with true
passion, write songs of such honesty that I classify them as a phenomenon. They attract fans in every
age group. They write melodies and
embroider them with harmonies. On
their albums and in their concert
they bum with a deeper-than-blue
flame. It's an intensity that spread
through the audience the first moment of their Portland performance.
They opened the show with "Strange
Fire." They sang:
come to you with strange fire,
i make an offering of love, the incense of my soil is burned by thefire
in my blood."
The entire audience swooned.
The Indigo Girls burst on the

music scene in the late '80s with a
quickly released series of albums,
The Indigo Girls, Strange Fire,
Nomads, Saints and Indians, and
Back on the Bus Ya'll that showcased their strikingly juxtaposed
intensity andsweet voices. In 1992,
the girls released Rites of Passage,
and earned widespread critical
praise.

The best part was
the very end when
Amy and Emily
played a rousing
version their first hit
"Closer to Fine."
The Indigo Girls write probing
lyrics that are in and of themselves
poetry. Their song topics range over
reincarnation and child abuse; they
write love songs (which never deny
that potent sexuality of their lesbianism) and songs that describe allnight-Texas-to-Georgia road trips.
Amy Ray, the dark-haired gravelyvoiced id of the duo writes the songs
that ache with anger, longing and
fear like "Land of Canaan," "World
Falls," and "Chickenman."
Emily Saliers is the blonde purveyor of melody intermingling with
Amy's raw power. She writes the
songs that weave lyrics andmusic in
a way that leaves the listener both

content and incomplete. Saliers creations "Watershed," "Southland in
the Sringtime," and "Galileo" are
some of most satisfying songs the
Indigo Girls sing.
Amy and Emily's newest release,
Swamp Ophelia, is a tightly balanced artwork. In concert they relentlessly play their new work and
the audience luxuriated in singing
along. On Swamp Ophelia, Amy
and Emily reach a new height with
their combination of poetry and
music, putting them in a literary
category of song writing that houses
artists like Paul Simon and Sting.
Amy performed her signature
song: Touch Me Fall," which has all
the murky sexuality of a Louisiana
Bayou: "Cypress moon bald injune,
like the granite in a stream, swamp
ophelia i'm torn down, let your waters let me drown, touch me, I'm so
beautiful run your hands across my
hair just like this, come with me it's
not worth it if you don't, are you
crying i am crying."
As usual, Emily's songs were
more upbeat, save the introspective
"Language or the Kiss." The happiest song on the album is Emily's
"Power of Two." It's a gentle song
that celebrates a lasting love affair.
The last verse fmds the Indigo Girls
harmonizing over the lines "Now
the steel bars between me and a
promise suddenly bend with ease.
The closer I'm bound in love with
you, the closer I am to free," and
moving in to the chorus which con-

French-Thai food eIights reviewer
BY LEIGH.ANN SANTIUANES
Restaurant Reviewer

chose the Beef Stir-Fry with Steamed Rice
and Mixed Vegetables ($6.25) and my companion chose the chicken version of the dish
A friend and I were walking along in the
- he's always trying to get one healthy step
Proctor District when! noticed a little restauahead of me— which goes for $5.75.
rant nestled between a florist and a thrift-shop.
Gnawing happily on my egg role as we
It was May's Vietnamese Restaurant. As it
waited, I was pleased to discover that this egg
was getting on towards dinner time, we deroll had a completely different taste than the
cided to stop in and fill our stomachs, as well
ones from dear old Jack's Chinese Kitchen.
as remedy my curiosity. I had never eaten
This egg roll was filled with beef, carrots, and
Vietnamese food before; my only experiences
cabbage along with Vietnamese spices that
with Oriental food were the take-out dinners
worked perfectly together to make this the
my family ordered fromJack's Chinese Kitchen
best roll I've ever had.
back in Southern CaliNot long after! finished
fornia.
my egg roll, our dinners
\ji' 's itnmiese kestaurtnt,
This was to be an en-2514 ç• f'r't.r. 756.5092, htnir,
came out of the kitchen,
tirely new experience.
steaming andsmelling deMi,ii. - S4t. 11 a.m. tot) p.m. and
Vietnamese food is a
licious. Back in CaliforSun. 4 p.m. to 9 p.m.
combination of French,
ma, the.stir-trys
I knew
Chinese, and Thai styles of cooking. Mr. May,
were relatively dry, but May's, ohhh, it was
the sole owner and chef at May's, promises
filled with rich beef broth. The fresh squash,
that all the ingredients are fresh and there is no
pea pods, carrots, broccoli, mushrooms, cabMSG used. I was ready for adventure.
bage, and onions were still crisp among the
Opening the door, we were greeted by a
broth and huge chunks of beef. The steamed
friendly waitress and were seated right away.
rice was served in a separate, covered dish
Once seated, we were better able to take in the
with aricepaddle, so Icould spoon out just the
decor of this unassuming place. May's does
right amount to soak up the broth or mix with
not have elaborate decorations, but the effort
the vegies.
absent in the interior design was certainly put
There was so much food I didn't even know
into the food. We had only been seated for two
where to start, but I dug right in. The chicken
or three minutes when our waitress came to
stir-fry was served the same way and was also
take our order. We had not had enough time to
delicious (but I have always preferred beef to
decide and in a scramble, not wanting her to go
chicken.) For the cost of my meal, I was well
away disappointed, we both ordered the Crispy
pleased. I felt I got the most for my money.
Jumbo Egg Roll ($1.00).
In summary: At May's you get great food,
Wit1jn five minute she was back with our
wonderful service, a whole new culinary exegg rolls and we were ready with our order. I
perience, and it's just down the street!

WYRAY(Iett) and8aIersonthscovers1thelrbisbnewamiZwaip

cludes, "Cause we're O.K., we're
fine, baby I'm here to stop your
crying,..I'm smarter than the tricks
played on your heart, we'll look at
them together then we'll take 'em
apart, adding up the total of a love
that's true,multiply hfe by the power
of two."
The best part of the entire two
hour concert (the Indigo girls resolutely refused to play an encore
though the audience tried to persuade them with all their might) was

the very end when Amy and Emily
pulled on both their opening acts ( a
great folk singer named CarolineAkin and a stupid wanna-be-Seattlegrunge band named Gherkin) and
played a rousing jam-session version their first hit "Closer to Fine."
They turned the microphone out to
the 4,000 member audience and we
sang back to them in glee. The Indigo Girls give summer concerts
like they're supposed to be.

Welcome Back UPS.!

TWO DOLLAR TUESDAY
All Imperial Pints (20 oz.) $2.00
(32 Draft Beers to choose from!)

0
WINE WEDNESDAY
All Wines by the Glass $2.50 _
No Restrictions- All Day & Night!
Unbelievable...

Restaurant/Pub 272-3435 611 North Pine St.
32 Beers on Draft*Completely NonSmoking* Must Be 21
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N
imberlake CVJ ertenbaker
is tn-lingual (speaking French, Greek and
English). She translated the Oedipus Cycle
and Ariane Mnouchkine's versionMephisto
by Klaus Mann for the Royal Shakespeare
Company. She has also translated and
adapted several Marivaux plays.
Her early work, nine plays which were
produced mostly in fringe venues, explore
many of the same themes that later come to
fruition in her published works: she writes
about the fluidity of gender and masculine
power, silence as a refuge and weapon, the
place of art in the word, and the humanizing
power of theater.
Chorus: "They say a woman is a man
turned inside out. Most evident in the genitals, his turned out, hers turned in, hers
waitingforhis,waitingforcompletion that's
what they say .... Question.: what is the
anatomy of a woman?"
Li: "Not what you'd think from your
genitals."
—from Inside Out.

by Timberlake Wertenbaker

Natural Born Killers
Oliver Stone

Do you like generic love songs? More specifically, do you like generic Richard Marx
songs? Richard Marx's new CD, Paid Vacation, is your average, everyday Richard Marx
CD. It's riddled with gushy lyrics, tacky '80s
keyboard work, and the breathy onmipresent
Richard Marx voice.
Prior to listening to Paid Vacation, I was
hesitant about listening to anything by Richard
Marx. His music tends to be so cheesy that I
can't digest it without crackers.
I wasn't disappointed. The torture began
when the first song started, and I was asking my
roommate if shehad heard the songbefore. The
whole entire CD followed the same recycled
pattern. By the fifth song, I was screaming, "not
another one."
The high point of my listening experience
came with "Now and Forever", and "Heaven's
Waiting". There is a reason why: "Now and
Forever" is the only successful song off the CD.
It's a mellow love song (of course) with nice
lyrics. All the same, I would have much rather
listen to someone like Elvis Costello, or Paul
McCariney singing it.
"Heaven's Waiting" is a jolly country dance
song with acoustic guitar. It was nice to leave
the whole 80s lead guitar/keyboard trip. These
songs probably stood out because all the other
songs really sucked.
The only redeeming quality of the CD was
that Richard Marx wrote both the lyrics, and the
music. That is to say, I find that redeeming.
Whether you find it redeeming or not, is up to
you!
Oh, and by the way, unless you really like
Richard Marx, leave this one on the shelf, and
get some other fool to record the songs you like.

Staring Woody Harrelson,Juliette Lewis and Tommy Lee Jones

BYJENNIFER WONG
Layout Editor
Natural Born Killers, Oliver Stone's latest
film statement, is so extraordinary, and extraordinarily good, that it is difficult to discuss. Most people I've talked to have said "I
loved it." Enough said.
If youhaven't seen it, do. Stone fans will
recognize the dizzying photography, edgeof-the-seat action, and trademark Native
American imagery of his previous films.
Quentin Tarantino fans will recognize the
biting satire and unrestrained violence of
ReservoirDogs and True Romance (although
Killers, surprisingly, is not as violent as the
ever-controversial Reservoir Dogs). Others
should see the movie just for a change from a
long summer of tedious, formula star vehicles.
Stone has never been subtle. But his distinctive methods have undergone some evolution. While using the same high-intensity
style of photography as in JFK and The
Doors, he adds in black-and-white and cartoon graphics, continually rotating them
throughout the film for a unique, surreal
effect. And his use of Rodney Dangerfield as
Mallory's abusive, incestuous father in an I
Love Lucy satire is sheer brilliance.
Stone attacks the American mentality towards violence, the obsessive talk-show gluttony which creates heroes out of criminals.
Mickey and Mallory (Woody Harrelson and
Juliette Lewis, who achieve the perfect blend
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BYERIKAGEBOW
Music Reviewer

V riter's Corner
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Timberlake Wertenbaker is a contemporary playwright whose name and whose
nationality—hard as it is to pin down—preoccupy the bulk of her critics. Timberlake
Wertenbaker, her given name, is a product
of many cultures: mainly British, American, French and perhaps a peppering of
Basque, and she is influenced by the time
she spent in Greece as a teacher.
In 1988 Wertenbaker won the Olivier
Award for her play, Our Country's Good,
which is modeled on Thomas Keanelley's
novel The Playmaker and tells the true stoly
of the convicts in the first penal colony in
New South Wales putting on a restoration
comedy. Her other famous works include
The Love of the Nightingale, a re-telling of
the Procne, Philomele and Tereus myth; The
Grace of Mary Traverse, which explores a
young Victorian woman's Faustian search
forknowledge and sexual equality; and Three
Birds Alighting on a Field, which takes a
swipe at the modern art world.
Wertenbaker, who started as a journalist
in London, often works as a translator as she

EVIEWS

of insanity and charisma) kill overfifty people
and immediately become media heroes.
Media scumbag Wayne Gale (Robert Downey
Jr.) and a prison director (Tommy Lee Jones)
attempt to use them to achieve their own
corrupt ends. This is basically the plot; yet
Stone manages to touch every level of the
media, and those who buy into it, with his
scathing critique.
But for its volatile, belligerent nature, the
film has provoked surprisingly little controversy. Aside from a few token negative
reviews, the same media which Stone violently attacks inNBK has calmly endorsed it.
Where JFK, an attack similar in tone, was
loudly dismissed by most media people as
paranoid, they are calling Killers an insightful depiction of America's obsession with
violence. Even Sucker-for-the-Mainstream
Soren Anderson gave the film an "A".
Why has Stone's attempt to reveal
America's ills to itself yielded so little response? Is it that we don't want to know how
screwed up we are? Or is it that we already
know all too well? At one point in the film,
three college-age types talk about how cool
Mickey and Mallory are, with a disclaimer
about the ethics of serial killing only as an
afterthought. In the audience I was in, this
scene provoked laughter of self-recognition,
not shocked defensiveness, as Stone likely
intended.
Perhaps we know ourselves better than
Stone thinks we do. But no other film-maker
can articulate self-knowledge as powerfully
and effectively as he.

.

.

.

Sub Pop records has spawned yet another
magnificent band. The Washington D. C.
band, Velocity Girl, has just released their
new albumSimpatico!, and, if you don't own
it already, it would be a great addition to
anyone's CD collection.

T/et44Ite4e

e4e4u('r44te

2514 North Proctor

756-5092
Mon-Sat: 11am to 9pm
Sun: 4pm to 9pm
Student Di:countI
Food To Go

No MSG

Richard Marx

Paid Vacation
Velocity Girl

Simpatico!
Simpatico! is the type of CD that forces
you to turn it up. After the first song, you fmd
you self motivated to replay every song, in
the attempt of possibly learning the lyrics.
You will want to be Sarah, the lead singer,
who, of course, you will never be. Sarah is the
yin to Courtney Love's yang. Her voice drips
quality, and sweetness. Courtney Love may
be a grrrl singer, but Sarah is a Girl singer.

You will want to be Sarah,
the lead singer, who, of
course, you will never be.
Sarah is the yin to
Courtney Love's yang....
Love may be a grrrl singer,
but Sarah is a Girl singer.
Songs like "Sorry Again", and "I Can't
Stop Smiling", like all of Velocity Girl songs,
make a person happy. Yet, all of the songs
have enough funk, and groove to scare the
little main-streamers away. You could definitely find your body dancing to "Tripping
Wires".
"Hey You, Get Off My Moon" is the moodiest song on the CD. It is Indigo Girls, but
sweeter.
Siinpatico! never lacks for quality throughout the CD, if you like one song, you'll like
them all. Don't, however, expect the band to
be spouting out ways to change the world.
They are diet soda. Not too intense, but light
enough to leave you feeling quenched.
Simpatico! is refreshment for the ears.
Out of 6 slices of cheese:

Paid Vacation

5-slices

Simpatico

0-slices

Clip-On Lamp
This versatile lamp
goes anywhere! Metal
shade in choice of
white, red or black.
#CLC-1 05

hool
Sajelll
k To

119652/679.64

4

!!!

Prices Effective Through September 15

Royal Creations® Furniture

Your choice of five fine furniture pieces at one
incredibly low price. All feature a rich deep
Newport Oak" wood tone finish and durable solid
core construction. Lean contemporary design will
blend in perfectly with any decor. Also available in
white. Easy to assemble.
TV Cart
Student Desk
15 1/2"x39 1/2"x287/8" 15 112"x27 1/2"x21"
#53510
#29127
980265/984337

521809/884361

Night Stand with Drawer
4-Shelf Bookcase
9 1/4" x 24 1/4" x 38 1/2" 15-1/8" x 20-3/4" x 19-1/2"
#29524
#29101
521817/984345

$1,.
It

751855/984353

5-Pc. Octagonal Dinette Set
Glass octagonal table, oak-finish frame,
four Breuer-style upholstered chairs.
Table legs and chair frames are brass
plated. Ready to assemble.
153184

SAUDER

Your
Choice

Computer Work
Center
Versatile oak finish
desk features a sliding
keyboard shelf and drawer which are reversible.
Hutch back panel can be
attached to the left or
right side. Printer stand is
on easy-roll casters. 49
7/8"Hx47 1/2"Lx23
1/2" W. #2337

Beaulieu Area Rugs
Beautiful area rugs in your choice of colors and patterns. QuaUty that will last for
years.

Classic Door
Mirror
The perfect accent
any for room. Your
choice walnut stain
or white painted
frame. 12W x 54"L.
#812/10

57" x 8'
"Springtime"
838101/1281136

57" x 8' "Kirman"
838144/1 52/175

6478451853

311" x5'lO"
"Phoenix"
838004/012

59
$

858366

jQ

Jiffy
Bookcase
Assembles
without glue,
nails or tools!
Compact 36W
x gD x 36"H
size 41590/

100
Ball Ceramic
Lamp

Gooseneck
Lamp

5" Diameter ceramic
ball base with 4" x 10"
x 7" fabric plain
shade. U.L. listed. 4

Flexible stem puts
light right where you
need it. Uses one
75-watt bulb (sold
separately). Your
choice of black, white
or red.
#G-2020

different styles.
#3-2084

Loss

8812951009/3171325

TACOMA
1015 N PEARL ST
761-1202
GIG HARBOR
4816 POINT FOSDICK DR NW
85 1-5055

317152"
379603/

581

5/8" x 12" x4'
Particleboard Shelving
Durable, versatile shelving for
books. knick-knacks and
worlshop. 1Il252

1

G1

Jumbo Stacking Bin
Modular plastic organizers
In teal, violet, slate blue.
black or white
#1551 600377 /385/3931407

28 ç

For

Glass Touch
Lamp
8 1/2" Diameter
frosted glass shade

from 4 different styles.
#G-2019T
88134l"368/392/406

1100 ,
U I'

SpnngbalaJed
arm adjusts
several ways to
direct your lighting.

_1

White 084824

çoi
U

LAKEWOOD MALL
10507 GRAVELLY LAKE DR SW
588-1836
PUYALLUP
1317 EAST MAIN AVE
848-3583
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Come along on Tiacomas m
So it's not exactly mysterious or magical but it is 10 things to do if you're
Atour of TACOMA and its tourist
commodities is comparable to a dangerous

If you enjoyed biking through the park why
don't we continue your tour with a short jaunt to
IUStcn WaY. You must bike through a really
scary tunnel. But if you plan accordingly and
and sometimes masochistically pleasride like hell you should emerge with your life. The
ing poke in the eye. It can be fun and tunnel is a lot less threatening if you're in a car. The twocnrcwcaining or it can burn the follicles mile stretch of waterfront is fun to roller blade along but
if you can't even spell coordination I'd once again recomof your F1 IldiFi Although the u1timat mend driving. Laugh at the pooper scooper signs and
search for accessible entertainment can be throw Alka Seltzer at the seagulls. The choices are pretty
endless. You can revel in the wonders of peoplerelatively painful, hopefully this
of much
gawking, although I would keep the snide comments
Tacoma's finest will leave you feeling relatively quiet: some big mean people can be rather
touchy. Go to the expensive restaurant foyers and jealwarm and fuzzy. However, the only ously
drool on their menus. The docks are great to sit at
is through a and read a book. Watch the fisher people between
way to "warm and
chapters and ask them if you can help, because, hey,
fine sense of humor - keep that in mind everyone loves help.

tour

in your quest for

FIJ.

Come, let us begin our tour of T-town in a rare
patch of nature that the pollution of pulp mills
and various waste plants has managed to sidestep - FEInt LeIIance Fark. Even its title
is testimony to the defiant green foliage thriving in an
asphalt world. I might recommend biking down Pearl
Street along the apartment villages to the park. It's all
downhill and doesn't that wind blowing through your
hair feel ... windy? Breathe the fresh oxygen the trees are
emitting but beware of the hazards that lurk in the park's
jungle of grass and zoo animals. Beware of screaming
brats. Duck when that overweight man hurls a frisbee by
your nose. There's a zoo and a marina down in the heart
of the park to keep your interest sparked. Ride along the
5-Mile Drive. Pt. Defiance at dark is also very fun, yet
shadowy and spooky. Naked pagans are said to skulk
around the pagoda near midnight. Thrilling, no?

fl

Ihrow Alka Seltzer
at the seagulls.

You're probably getting tired of all the biking
and exploring but just wait. If you want to get
away from the Ruston runners and the onslaught of cruising high schoolers you must go
up UtIF 11111. If you drove then big whoop! However,
if you are on your two-wheeled hot rod ten-speed good luck! Riding up the hill on 30th is a killer. No matter
which route you chose to get back to UPS's ivy sanctuary
you must exert yourself. Translation: sweat will be your
friend but no one else will be. I'd recommend a street to
the left of 30th that has cobblestone paving. It is still lifethreatening but the neighborhood residents will let you
sit on their freshly-mowed lawns to recapture your fleeting breath.

s
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7-Eleven: Haven of lottery tickets and late-night snacks.
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The tour of Tacoma is
hitting some of the fin
is Shari's (personally
guaranteed to be grea
With two fine locations, on t
mustn't be ignored. Theyhave1
and hordes of interesting, weir
night clientele. The interior lo
decorated it. I find it homey. I
great and have fairly short meir
unfortunate run-ins. They are e
night hysterics and caffeine-in
sodes. But they do have their hr
to a minimum. Ienny's on 6
late-night hangout, but Shari's
section.

A

Our tour of fine dinin
with a pint of exorbita:
(Chocolate Chip Coo
have some great Por
walking distance! There will
and they will give away obs
tickets. Hours of entertainme
scratch lottery tickets. Take a fr
tickets apiece. Scratch your ga
someone will win and you can i.
more tickets. It can literally be Ii
sometimes for free (depending
have any friends to take along

U

"Hour
entertainmer
coaxed out
lottery ti

sfery to fir
ever complete without
ateries. A local favorite
ronounced Sh-are-ees),
and have atmosphere.
ion and Pearl, Shari's
ottomless cup of coffee
and slightly scary lates exactly like my aunt
waitresses are always
ry spans in cases of past
n fairly tolerant of lateced hallucinatory epits - keep your barking
Avenue is also a good
Union) has a smoking
ontinues at 1-Eleven
Ben & Jerry's ice cream
e Dough). They also
arts. All this within
7-Eleven's in Heaven
Tacoma: City of Destiny and creative outlets of entertainment!
ne amounts of lottery
can be coaxed out of
While hanging at mini-marts is great, they don't
Still bored? Take in a movie at the Flue Mouse
nd and buy five lottery
I
necessarily
have
the
best
taste
in
music.
I'd
in the Iroctor Listrict. It's cheap, it's fun
bling itch. Most times
recommend Mother Ieccrds on Division
and who can resist going to a place with the
est your winnings into
or lower I?ccrds and Locks for your
name
Blue Mouse? Though I must admit I've
rs of entertainment musical cravings. They have a nice little local music never seen any blue-hued rodents there. Upsetting, yes,
your luck). If you don't sections that are quite fun to browse through. Go to
but the movies are usually good. Explore the Proctor
v a can of mace.
Tower's listening stations armed with a magazine and District when the flick finishes. Starbucks Coffee,
spend a couple of hours. You'll have to provide your Subway, and of course, Safeway are gems to be
own EZ-chair though. Buy magazines, buy CDs and frequented. Who could ask for more?
even buy tapes. Hell, you don't even have to buy.
Browsing is the saving grace of many a college student.
O.K. you asked for more. You've sunk pretty
can be
I low in your quest for entertainment.. Try out
Go to some of the local thrift stores on 6th and
cratch
bowling at the Chalet Fowl. So you don't
around.
Stop
by
Cafe Wit or Slilikabrali
know how to bowl? There's a library right next
ts."
for a cup of coffee and some atmosphere be- door. Check out a book damnit. Yes, even bowling can
tween scavenges. Scout for some cool vinyls at be fun if you have a sense of humor. Try out new
the second-hand stores. They are pretty cheap so don't methods of release and approach, heh heh. The shoes
fret about next week's food fund. You can find some of they let you borrow are groovy and maybe you can sign
the most. . . intriguing finds at second-hand stores. up for a league. If bowling still doesn't knock down your
Fifteen-pound wooden beer lamps, tattered bean bags pins, run across the street to the bar and drink till it does.
and Bee Gee movie soundtracks to name a few treasures.
I'd recommend visiting the Coodwill and the huge
Value Vlllaae. Always a mecca of amusement.

I

U

However, if you're in a mood for the more
commercial establishment the closest location
would be at the Tacoma Mall. They have
some decent conglomerates. Crange Julius
is always coming out with new Smoothie flavors and the
cinnamon roll place always gives out free mocha drink
samples. They are rather suspicious if you try and make
a meal out of it though. It's fun to go into Ilie Cap and
pretend like you're one of the salespeople. They usually
aren't amused but that's the price one pays for selfentertainment.

By Courtney Ferguson
Features Editor
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1994 Fall $P
Preview
Volleyball readies for title defense
New season full of questions and challenges for National Champs
BY SETh DONSKER
Sports Editor
One year ago, people looked at
the Puget Sound volleyball team
and saw a bright future, with four
sophomore starters and only one
senior on the roster. The future arrived early, as the Loggers went to
the NAIA National Championships
in San Diego and came away with
the title. Now they must answer
one giant question. Can they do it
again?
"We have to focus on each
match," said junior Andrea Egans.
"Others can talk about what they
are going to do later."
Expectations are high, as the
Loggers start the season ranked
Number One in the country in the
NAIA preseason poll. The main
reason for this is the solid core of
returning players from last year's
championship squad. Leading the
pack is Egans, the NAIA tournament MW and one of this year's
co-captains. Egans led the team last
year with 469 kills and 66 service
aces. She also contributed 76
blocks.
The other co-captain is junior
middle-blocker Wendy Weise. A
1993 All-District selection, Weise

led the Loggers in blocks with 156.
Teaming with Weise to dominatenetplay is junior Sarah Zeisler.
Finishing the season with 113
blocks and 159 kills, Zeisler came
up big down the stretch as the Loggers entered the playoffs and tournament.
Rounding out the sensational junior class is setter Janice Lwin.
Named to the first team All-tournament team and the All-District team,
Lwin finished 1993 with over 1300
assists and 79 blocks. Her sets to
the powerful Logger offensive attack should continue to be a familiar sight in the Fieldhouse this year.
Senior Heidi Moritz is back for
her final campaign. Second only to
Egans with 401 kills last year,
Moritz played an integral part
throughout the playoffs despite an
injured back. She was also an AllAmerica honorable mention pick
in 1992.
Other big time performers during the regular season and playoffs
were seniors Wendy Heusch and
Heather Tucci. Heusch's timely
serving pulled the Loggers out of
several tough spots in the playoffs,
and Tucci recovered from a midseason ankle injury in time for the
championship nrn.
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Sarah Zeisler, Heather Tucci and tPtes
This years defense isolts to be even bettor.

ssed over 575 blocks last season.
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Seller JanNe Lwis and Co-captali Andrea Egans, both named to the NAIA AU-Tournament Team in 1993, look to once agn head a
powerful effensive attack. They open defense of thel' Natisnal The this wesicend at the Whltworth Tournnt In Spokane.

Back for his 10th season is head
coach Robert Kim, the NAIA AllTournament Coach and District 1
Coach of the Year. He has a career
mark of 298-106(.735), a record
which should only improve this
year.
The Loggers will compete this
year in the PNWAC, the Pacifc
Northwest Athletic Conference.
The league may be new, but the
same old fees from the now-defunct District 1 will still be around.
Strong competition should once
again come from Central Washing-

ton and Western Washington, as
well as Simon Fraser University.
With non-league matchups against
perennial powerhouse BYU-Hawaii and tough tournaments atPortland State and Western Oregon, the
season will bring many challenges.
"Teams will be after us. They
will be playing their best game,"
Egans said. "There will be a lot of
pressure on us."
If the returning players and the
new crop of talented freshman can
come together anything like last
years squad, the Loggers should be

at or near the top of the NAJA
volleyball world come seasons end.
Notes—The September30 home
game against Central Washington
is tentatively scheduled tobeplayed
at Olympia High School due to a
schedule conflict with the
fleldhouse. The court is currently
reserved for homecoming
festivities.. Last Friday the Loggers defeated the Alumni team made
up of several former All-Americans and last year's lone senior
Nancy Volkel, now an assistn?
coach.

1994 Fall Sports Preview
Logger Football 1994: New Coach, NewAttitude
BYJON WOLFER
Staff Writer
There's no place to go but up for
the 1994 edition of the University of
Puget Sound
football team
after an 0-8-1
fmishin 1993.
How far this
team will go is
a question
mark.
The Loggers came to
camp in August with a
new coach at
the helm and a
new philosophy on the
eld.
"Our philosophy revolves around
playing hard," head coach Gordon
Elliott said. "It's simple, but the UPS
tradition has always been about undersized guys who run around and
play aggressive defense.
"We are going to work in that
direction."
The Puget Sound tradition used to
be all about winning. When Elliott

was a player for the Loggers in the
1970s and later an assistant coach,
the Loggers never suffered a losing
season. The last time that Puget
Sound won more games than it lost
was in 1987,
when the Loggers went 6-3 on
the season, and
even defeated
Pacific Lutheran
University 24-7.
The Loggers
haven't come
close to the Lutes
(or to a winning
season) since
then.
What needs to
happen? First,
the offense needs
to get on the
board, Elliott

The UPS tradition has
always been about
undersized guys who
run around and play
aggressive defense.
We are going to work
in that direction.
—Gordon Elliott, new
Logger head coach

starting quarterback Chris Schlecht
for his junior season. From there, the
rebuilding begins. Puget Sound will
be without the services of running
backs Aaron McCoy (injury) and
Justin Olson (year off from school)
in 1994. Wide receiver MaLt Guyette
also will not return to the lineup.

On the defensive side of the ball,
the Loggers need to replace all-Conference linebacker Rodney Emmons.
But James Ward, Ricardo Aguirre,
Rob Hoag, and seven other defensive starters

Will

return. They have

all done their off-season homework,
Elliott said.
"Our players came back in pretty
good shape with good attitudes. They
have done a great job with the two
things we asked of them - being
commined to getting better and working to be in good shape," Elliott said.
"We worked a lot on conditioning
but also did a great deal of teaching
of schemes and technique. We have
a good foundation started and accomplished some important team
building goals."

The 1994 schedule is similar to
1993 with one notable exception the annual battle with PLU will be
held at Baker Stadium on November
12. The Loggers hope that the home
field will attract more Puget Sound
fans than the Tacoma Dome did.
Puget Sound football gets underway on September 17 in Medford,

Ore. against Southern Oregon State
College. The first home game will
be the following Saturday, September 24, against Lewis and Clark
College, with kickoff at 1:30 p.m.

said.
"I've seen the

scores of the CFA (Columbia Football Association) games and I know
were are going to have to scorepoints;
everyone in this league can score big
numbers," Elliott said. "Our offense
will have to do the scoring, but our
defense is going to have to slow the
other team a little as well."
Offensively, the Loggers return

Men's Soccer goes
2-1 at Evergreen
BY JON WOLFER

Staff Writer
Derik Mills scored three goals
against Willamette and one goal
against Western Washington as the
University of Puget Sound won the
first two games of The Evergreen
State College Tournament this weekend but fell to Central Washington
in the championship game.
Mills, a junior forward from
Montclair, N.J., had the hat trick in
the Loggers' 4-0 shutout of the
Bearcats onSaturday, and also scored
the game-winning goal against the
Vikings on Sunday. The game-winneron Sunday came on acomerkick
pass from teammate Joe Campbell
in the first overtime period.
Scott Peterson had the other goal
against Willamette, and Michael
Chaffee also scored in the overtime
contest with Western.
The Loggers (2-2 overall, 0-1
PNWAC) outshot Western 32-13,
and also outshot Willamette 18-10.
Puget Sound lost the tournament's
championship match to Central
Washington 2-1. Jason McGibbon
scored the only goal for Puget Sound.
In action earlier in the week, Puget
Sound lost its season opener to Seattle University at Baker Stadium 42 on Wednesday. The Chieftains'
Brad Swanson scored two goals in
the Pacific Northwest Athletic Con-

ference men's soccer openerfor both
teams.
The Loggers struck first as freshman Joe Campbell scored with just 5
minutes, 44 seconds elapsed in the
first half. But the Chieftains'
Swanson and Eric Loney had three
straight goals on the Loggers' goalkeeper Brunt Witzel.
Swanson, a senior from
Bellingham, had the Chiefains' second and third goals. Puget Sound's
Jason McGibbon scored on a 30yard shot to cut the deficit to 3-2, but
Seattle U.'s Jed Woodward put the
game out of reach with a goal with
just 13 seconds remaining in the
contest.
Campbell and McGibbon scored
the two Logger goals against Seattle
U.
Puget Sound returns to Baker Stadium this weekend for games against
Western Baptist College on Satur day and Pacific Lutheran University
on Sunday. Both games have 1 p.m.
starting times.

Notes—After scoring four goals
in three games, Derik Mills was
named theUniversity ofPuget Sound
Athlete of the Week. His hat trick
against Willamette and his gamewinner against Western Washington helped the Loggers go 2-0 at the
Evergreen State College Tournament.

(OUR
HORIZONS
and stay ahead throughout the
school year with a subscription to...

m

13t New ark 9b=0
Now Available at UNWERSITY OF PUGET SOUND
Campus Subscriptions to THE NEW YORK TIMES

Take advantage of special low campus rates for subscription to
THE NEW YORK TIMES, The rate is 40 cents daily. Newspapers will
be available for pick-up at the U.P.S. bookstore, Saturday and Sunday
are available for pick-up on Monday,
Fall Term
Full Year
$28.80 Monday-Friday
$58.40 Monday-Friday
$34.40 Monday-Saturday
$70.00 Monday-Saturday
$50.15 Sunday Only
$94.40 Sunday Only
$84.55 Monday-Sunday
$164.40 Monday-Sunday
Fall delivery will start Monday, August 29, 1994 and will stop Frida
December 9, 1994. There will be no delivery November 24th and 25th.
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Saturday, September 10— Men's Soccer

vs. Western Baptist at 1:00pm
Sunday, September 11—Men's Soccer

vs. PLU at 1:00pm
Saturday, September 17— Women's

Soccer vs. Linfield at 2:00pm
Do you like sports?
Have you thought about writing
for the Trail?
Have you thought about writing sports for the Trail?

PRINCIPLES

of SOUND RETIREMENT INVESTING

Anyone interested in being a sports writer on
a weekly or part-time basis contact Seth
Donsker, sports editor, at 761-8944 or at the
Trail 0197.

L

No experience necessary.

'Iens soccer
Seattle U.
2
2
4
Puget Sound 1
1
2
Goals by: SU—Loney (6:46), Swanson 2(11:17,58:23), Woodward
(89:47). UPS - Campbell (5:44), McGibbon (Chaffee assist, 65:57).
Fouls - SU 20, UPS 13. Shots on Goal - SU 5, UPS 4. Saves: SU Wallace, 1, UPS - Witzel, 3. Corner Kicks - SU 8, UPS 1.
Willamette
0
0
0
Puget Sound 2
2
4
Goals by: UPS - Mills 3 (1:50, 27:00 - Chaffee assist, 80:00 McGibbon assist), Peterson (48:00 - Sponsler assist). Fouls - WU 24,
UPS 14. Shots on Goal - WU 10, UPS 18. Saves— WU 4, UPS 6.
Corner Kicks - WU 3, UPS 0.
W.Wash
0
1
0
0
1
Puget Sound 1
0
1
0
2
Goals by: WWU —Deeds (55:00); UPS - Chaffee (10:00 - Johnson
assist), Mills (97:00 - Campbell assist). F ouls - WWU 12, UPS 17.
SliotsonGoal—WWU 13,UPS32. Saves —WWIJ19,UPS2. Corner
Kicks - WWU 4, UPS 5.
C.Wash
1
1
2
Puget Sound 0
1
1
Goals by: CWU - Rea (44:00), Jenkins (57:00); UPS - McGibbon
(80:00). Fouls - CWU 15, UPS 10. Shots on Goal - CWU 11, UPS 6.
Saves
cWU 6, Ups 5. Corner Kicks - CWU 5, UPS 4.
-

IF YOU THOUGHT COLLEGE WAS
EXPENSIVE, TRY PUTTING YOURSELF
THROUGH RETIREMENT.

T

hink about supporting yourself for
twenty-five, thirty years or longer
in retirement. It might be the greatest
financial test you'll ever face. Fortunately,
you have one valuable asset in your
favor. Time.
Time to take advantage of tax-deferral.
Time for your money to grow.
But starting early is key. Consider this:
if you begin saving just $100 a month at
age thirty, you can accumulate $138,209*
by the time you reach age sixty-five.
Wait ten years and you'd need to set aside
$2o3 a month to reach the same goal.

At TIAA-CREF, we not only understand the value of starting early, we
can help make it possible–with flexible
retirement and tax-deferred annuity
plans, a diverse portfolio of investment
choices, and a record of personal
service that spans 76 years.
Over 1.5 million people in education
and research are already enrolled in
America's largest retirement system.
Find out how easy it is to join them. Call
today and learn how simple it is to put
yourself through retirement when you
have time and TIAA-CREF on your side.

Start planning your future. Call our Enrollment Hot/me 1 800 842-2888.

;T

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it

A.suming aninterest rate ofb%. Thi' ratr is hypothetical and u,'re) 'a/ely 1,, .,bou the paacc and effect af c,mp,un.tng. Lau'er or higher rates .'oa/iI
proat,re "erg gliffe,y,, t ro,,alt.,. CREF rert,/,cate. , are ,k.,trihutel by TIM -CREF /ngi,,'i6,,al an? Ing,tutiona/ Serrice.'.
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1994 Fall Sports Preview
Women ' s Soccer
opens season with
defeats in Denver
BYJON WOLFER
Staff Writer

The Puget Sound women's
soccer team opened its season
on the road with a 6-0 loss to
Metropolitan State College and
a 1-0 loss to the University of
Denver. The Loggers also fell
to Regis University 2-1 on the
early season road trip in Denver.
The Loggers (0-3 overall)
managed nine shots on goal but
were unable to find the net
against the Roadrunners on Saturday, an NCAA Division II
affiliate. The Loggers and the
Pioneers played a very even
4

2

Metro State

match on Monday, but the
single additional shot that Denver took managed to find the
net. Puget Sound's freshman
goalkeeper Jennifer Mark came
up with five saves in the game.
Against Regis on Tuesday,
Puget Sound was outshot 30 to
10. Mark had 15 saves on the
afternoon.
The Loggers stay on the road
this upcoming weekend with
games against George Fox College in Newberg, Ore., and Portland State University.
The first home game for the
Loggers will be Saturday, September 17, against Linfield College at Baker Stadium at 2 p.m.
6

0
0
Puget Sound 0
UPS 4, MSC 4. Shots on Goal
Villani, Durbin 2, Thompson, Wise, Morgan. Fouls
Goals by: MSC
UPS 3, MSC 2.
Saves
UPS (Mark) 5, MSC (McCourt) 5. COrner Kicks
-

-

-

MSC 15, UPS 9.

-

-

1
1
0
DenverU.
0
0
Puget Sound 0
Goal by: DU Richie (77:28). Fouls
5. Corner Kicks DU 4, UPS 7.
-

-

DU 9, UPS 8. Shots on Goal

-

DU 6, UPS 5. Saves

-

DU (Benson) 5, UPS

-

3
1
Snowden (77:00; Oh
Pressnitz (10:05), Mahoney (20:10), Pardi (66:05); UPS
Goals by: RU
(Mark)
15. Corner Kick
UPS
RU
(Campbell)
5,
UPS
10,
RU
30.
Saves
RU 9. Shots on Goal
RegisU.

Puget Sound

1
1

2
0

-

-

-

•

rx

Derik Mills
Junior
Montclair, NJ
Mens Soccer

The University of
Puget Sound Athlete of
the Week for the week of
September 1-8 is mens
soccer player Derik Mills.
A junior, Derik scored
four goals in the Loggers
two wins at the Evergreen
Tournament, with three
WLR of them coming in the 4-0
shutout of Willamette on
Saturday. He added another goal in the victory
over Western Washington University.
Despite sufferin
a tough loss to Central
i: Washington University
in the finals of the tournament, Mills and his
j- , Logger teammates are off
to a terrific start to the
1994 season.

Check OutYour,
Flee Choioes,

-

College Students
to ~~

•
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School is hard enough!

Protect your feet from cold,
hard dorm floors with
soft, luxurious carpet. For all your
carpet, remnants and area rug needs
see us at:

CARPET
[01111114reM,10

10908 66th Ave. E
PUYALLU P

HWY. 512

i

;-

4—
112Th

66Th AVE. E.

IN

((U-UUU

"Your College Carpet Headquarters"

Open a new Versatel® checking account, and you'll get
your first order of checks free. And you can choose your
checks from our terrific new designs —19 different styles
to select from in alL
With Versatel checking, if you do your routine
banking through any of our 2000 Versateller 8 branch
cash machines*, or call our 24-hour self-service customer
service line you won't pay a monthly service or per check
charge and you won't have to maintain a minimum
balance. (Otherwise, you'll pay a $3 banker assistance
charge.)
Banking with us is so convenient, you can even come
in on the weekend. So stop by Seaflrst today and find out
more about your free choices, or give usa call today and
graduate to better banking.
-

X@

SEAF1RST8MK
Epect excellence

Allenmore Branch • 3408 S 23rd • 305-3000
To open an account you must be 16 years of age and meet the bank's standard
ID requirements or a parent or guardian must co-sign. *Depasits and payments
can only be made at Versateller cash machines located at Seafirst branches.
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Studio
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CRIME from page 18

creased (except in the media and the
minds of the citizens) that doesn't
necessarily mean that nothing should
be done. On the other hand, it doesn't
mean that something rash and nonsensical should be done. Instead of
taking their time and figuring out
how to better insure the safety of
citizens, Congress and the President
lost themselves in rhetoric which
might sound substantial and pertinent on the surface, but when further
revealed, is insufficient to fight and
prevent crime.
Everyone wants to get 'tough' on
crime. Tough measures arenot,however, always smart measures. Take
the "Three strikes and you're out"
clause. It is tough on violent criminals, and it sounds good, yet it was

selling two hits of acid to a 17 year
old freshmen, who would have found

The disturbing aspect
of this focus on the
political gains and
losses by the parties
and individuals involved is that the substance of the actual bill
became ignored and
forgotten.
acid somewhere anyway. Under
mandatory minimum sentencing

773

would mean only one additional cop
per shift. And this estimate is liberal.
Police sociologist David Bayley figured that only 6.5 percent of a
department's force will be on patrol
at any given time. These calculations would mean that to add one cop
on the street around the clock a police department would have to hire
16.
If all these highly touted provisions, "Three strikes and you're out,"
mandatory minimums and 100,000
new cops, are wasted time and effort, why did Congress pass the bill
and why will Clinton sign it? It
'sounded' good. What works, what
is needed, what might help isn't the
concernofthepoliticiansduringelection years. Glossy provisions which

AR

guide-lines, that Senior would be
put in jail for ten years without parole for selling drugs to a minor. This
Senior will join the 21.5 percent of
federal inmates who have never committed a violent crime. Said Senior
would spend less time in jail for
rape.
"Three strikes and you're out" and
man-mins are just two of the provisions in the crime bill which sound
tough but will end up doing more
harm than good.
Finally, the most talked about provision in the crime bill, the funding
for 100,000 new police officers, is
also a farce. First, the funding might
only cover 20,000new officers when
the costs of training are added. Let's
suppose, however, that 100,000new
cops will roam the streets to insure
citizen safety. While that number
may sound large and impressive,
when it is broken down across the
nation, it becomes almost insignificant.
In the March21 issue of The New
Republic, Jonathan Rubinstein figured that there are roughly 25,000
police departments in the U.S. That
would mean that each department
would add four additional officers.
But, as Rubinstein pointed out, because police departments are a
twenty-four hour emergency service,
only about one quarter of the entire
force works at any given time. This

BY SUSAN PIERCE
President of the University
At a time when the sounds of
construction dominate the campus,
all of us are aware that what makes
us distinctive as a University goes
beyond our superb facilities and our
beautiful physical setting. Rather,
our specialness is grounded in the
strength and commitment of our faculty, student body and staff.
Indeed, in addition to the new
building projects, as a University,
we have much about which to be
pleased. The Watson Foundation has,
for the second year in a row, included us on their list of the nation's
top fifty liberal arts institutions. This,

editdrE1

f)b

.........
by no means an intelligent addition
to the crime bill. Locking felons who
have been convicted of three or more
violent crimes sounds like an excellent way to reduce crime. The key
word is 'sound'.
"Three strikes and you're out" will
only turn prisons into geriatric wards
populated by (mostly) men in their
seventies, eighties and nineties, who,
at that age, no longer constitute a
danger to society. A person's career
as a violent criminal ends in middle
age, with their prime years being
their twenties and thirties. The criminal justice system should do two
functions. It should ensure that criminals who present a danger to society
will be locked behind bars, and it
should make the punishment fit the
crime. "Three strikes and you're out"
does neither of these. It will only
take away a judge's a jury's discretion in sentencing and cause an overflow in an already overcrowded
prison system.
Another clause in the crime bill
which will cause an overflow in the
prison system is the provision for
mandatory minimums. Mandatory
minimum sentencing often makes
the judicial system hand out long,
hard sentences for small time drug
dealers. Many times these people
are non-violent offenders who have
no prior convictions. Imagine a 22
year-old TiPS Senior is convicted

University relishes
status, achievements

sound good and give the appearance
of being tough are fodder which the
politicians through to the voters.
While the Democrats wereresponsible for passing this legislation, the
GOP added nothing to the debate of
any substance. Dole and company
merely sought to block passage of
the bill so they could further damage
Clinton's faltering administration.
Unfortunately, the defections of three
moderate Republicans, John Chaffee
(R.I.), Nancy Landon Kassebaum
(KS) and John Danforth (MO),
faulted Dole's and the GOP's grand
scheme. The Republicans tried to
take the crime issue away from the
Clinton and the Democrats, but instead of offering plausible alternatives to the initiatives proposed, they
managed only feeble arguments
which, like the ones presented by the
Democrats, offered no substantial
intellectual discussion.
No discussion on the decriminalization of drugs, which would wipe
out large amounts of crime and tremendously ease prison overcrowding, ever tookplace. Butthat'snotto
surprising. Intelligent discussion on
the legalization of drugs would not
impress the voters, and therefore, it
doesn't impress the politicians, who
seemed more concerned with insuring their own safety in office rather
than the safety of the people on the
streets.

coupled with our recent reclassification by the Carnegie Foundation for
the Advancement of Teaching as a
Liberal Arts institution, positions us
nationally. Our graduates are distinguishing themselves in a variety of
arenas, and leaders of key national
educational association and foundations have applauded our commitment to clarifying our mission.
Even more tangibly, we received
4300 applications for the 700 spaces
in the first year class, and the academic quality of that pool was the
strongest in our history. We continue to have record-high retention.
The endowment is now at nearly
$90,000,000, and we have exceeded
our fundraising goals for the recent
fiscal year.
We have also made strides in addressing some key concerns of students expressed last spring. In this
regard, Deans David Potts and Judith
Kay, Vice President Ray Bell, and I

have worked closely with Andy
Aweida and the other AS UPS officers on those issues that seemed most
compelling. We have now arranged
to keep a "Mac" computer lab open
24/hours day. Students are now
working with Library Director
Marilyn Mitchell to try to expand
library hours. We will this spring
hold commencement out of doors,
both to accommodate more members of our graduates' families and
to make the occasion more festive.
And fmally, we have responded to
the request of many students and
installed a new quarter machine in
the Student Union Building.
But buildings matter too, and in
this regard we are fortunate that some
of our key supporters—particularly
Dr. Robert Pamplin, Jr., the parent
oftworecentPuget Sound graduates
and a former Trustee, and our current Board of Trustees—believe so
firmly in Puget Sound's excellence
that they have made a gift to us
which will enhance this already outstanding campus. Dr. Pamplin's gift
of $1.5 million had made possible
the new Fitness and Wellness Center. Contributions of $400,000 from
individual members of the Board of
Trustees served as a match to Dr.
Pamplin's gift and helped not only
with the Fitness Center but the expansion of the Music Building and
the renovation of the Inside Theatre.
A very generous gift from my own
high school classmate, Duane Rath,
funded the refurbishing of the
President's Office. As my wonderful grandmother would have said,
"Enjoy all of this in good health."
To the new students on campus,
welcome. To those of you who are
returning, we're glad you're back. I
hope that the coming year will be
productive and happy for each of
you.

The Trail's Politician
of the Week is
..

.

Lock
397ilo child
Republican Senator from
North Carolina
As a member of the Senate Banking committe, Lock
Fairchild engaged in questioning and attacking White
House officials over the possible abuse of power the White
House might have used in disrupting the Whitewater
investigation. It has also been rumored that Fairchild,
along with fellow Republican Senator from North Carolina, Jesse Helms,was influencial in removing Robert
Fiske as the Whitewater Special Prosecutor and replacing
him with Kenneth Star, a well known Republican lawyer.
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TH COM T ZONE
The kids from Saskatoon
BY GORDON GREENJEANS

Staff Doodle.
In an admissions coup of Hudson
Bay proportions, a whopping 38%
of this year's incoming freshman
class claimed Canadian residency.
Strangely enough, every last one of
them came from the same town:
Saskatoon, Saskatchewan.
"It's not like we all knew each
other coming in," said Delbert Doyle,
one of the 227 Saskatchewanee frosh.
"Saskatoon's a pretty big town. I'd
go as far as calling it a bustling
metropolis, comparable in size and
stature to, say, Billings, Montanamaybe even Boise."
But why so many? Why did the
so-called "Invasion from the Canadian Breadbasket" happen this year?

huhs,' and my dilettantish common
sense just oozes sincerity. Unfortunately, I couldn't give a rat's petard
if Saskatoon is more deserving of a
professional hockey team than
Winnipeg."

The large numbers of
Saskatchewan natives made for a
significantly different atmosphere
at Passages two weeks ago. Whereas
past years' incoming freshmen
would strike up meaningful conversations concerning American foreign policy or Pierce County's best
haberdasheries, this year's hot topic
was Saskatchewan's lackofanNlHL
franchise.
"I had a difficult time pretending
I was interested in what those kids
were saying," said junior Passages
leader Derek O'Bunyon. "Usually a
smile, a few nods, a couple 'uh-

The Love Boat—An old flame
of Isaac's (Robin Givens) returns
to the Princess as a man; Gopher
gets a septum ring; Capt. S tubing
and Doc hunt for a syringe-infested Zima bottle. Also starring:
Arsenio Hall, John Ratzenburger,
Charo.
Three's Company—Jack falls
for professional roller hockey
goalie; Mr. Furley receives Prozac
prescription; Chrissy discovers
Scientology.
Knight Rider—KITT and
Michael battle an evil Germandesigned high-speed train named
BURL (Badass Urban
Reconaissance Locomotor) on the
mean streets of North Long Beach.
Guest Voice: Bushwick Bill.
That's Incredible!—Bungeejump wedding; self-igniting
Barney dolls; hydrocephalic man
competes on American Gladiators; hitchhiking in the Chunnel.

So, precisely what was it about
Tacoma and the University that attracted many a youthful Canuck? A
sampling of opinions provided a
wealth of reasons:
—"Well, in all those recruiting
pamphlet photos, I saw a great deal

of diversity among the students:
African-Americans, Asian-Americans, Mexican-Americans, even
Norwegians. But I got to thinking,
you know—where were the Canadians? In not one of those pictures did
I ever spot one of my countrymen."

—"I came to UPS because of
"Beats the bejeebers out of me,"
said Dean of Students Judith Light.
"I really couldn't tell you. Big fans
of Lawrence Welk, too. Don't know
how well that's gonna go over with
the rest of the student body, but ... que
será, será."

What if some of ourfavorite TV pap ofyesteryear were ruling today's television ainvaves?
What kinds of hilarious hijinx would we find those characters...in a new decade?

Tacoma's vast cultural arena. Imean,

Diff'rent Strokes—Mr.
Drummond catches Arnold read-

Alice countly line dancing. Guest

star: Brooks & Dunn.
Punky Brewster—An older
friend (Corey Feldman) introduces
Punky and Cheri to the rave scene;
Henry invests heavily in a shoddily-

ing naughty newsgroups; Willis

woos a "hoochie mama."
Alice—Vera files sexual harassment charges against Mel for
repeated fondlings; Flo takes

managed coffee shop.

you've got the U-District, the nearby
limited-release theaters, Sub Pop
Records, Pike Place Market, even
the Supersonics. Oh, that's right.
They play in Seattle, don't they?"

The Pugef Sound Trail

—"Great mushrooms, better
frisbee golf."
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Last weekend's Activities Fair
gave campus clubs and service organizations a chance to woo the Northerners their way.
"Lots of moxie, lots of character,"
reported Diane Colcord, president
of the Balsa Wood Canoe Club.
"These kids really know the importance of getting involved. You know,
everyone and their mom signs up for
Model United Nations; it's a dying
breed, though, that joins the Balsa
Wood Canoe Club. Come carve the
difference!"
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MALE
$50 gift certificate at Quentin's Den Of Sin
Official Starbucks latte dribble rags
Old Spice's new Poultry Scented Deodorant
Froot Of The Loom's "Gump-Style" Whitey-Tighties
Sample bag of "Flavors of the Baltic States" Skittles
FEMALE
New Fake-N-Bake Tinted Clearasil
Official Starbucks nonfat latte dribble rags
Two Months Of "Models, Inc." Commemorative Stamps
Sample bottle of CranZima
Six pack of Kotex's innovative ceramic tampons
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